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affirm To declare or affirm solemnly and formally as true.
The Court of Appeal affirmed a decision of the High Court.

again In addition to what has already been mentioned.
It was great to meet old friends again.

aver Allege as a fact in support of a plea.
I don t have to do anything it s his problem he averred.

avow Assert or confess openly.
He avowed that he had voted Labour in every election.

constantly Continuously over a period of time; always.
He was constantly on her mind.

continue Continue talking.
I told him he was obstructing the enquiry and he let me continue.

deny Deny formally an allegation of fact by the opposing party in a legal suit.
There was no way that I was going to deny myself ice cream.

echo Ring or echo with sound.
She could hear echoes of her own footsteps.

habit Put a habit on.
In the vile habit of a village slave.

habitually By way of habit; customarily.
Does he lie habitually.

hobby An auxiliary activity.
Her hobbies are reading and gardening.

iterate Perform or utter repeatedly.
The function iterates.

justly With honesty.
We can justly be proud of our achievements.

oh A midwestern state in north central United States in the Great Lakes region.
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outlast Live longer than.
The kind of beauty that will outlast youth.

paraphrase
Express the meaning of (something written or spoken) using different words,
especially to achieve greater clarity.
You can either quote or paraphrase literary texts.

pummel Criticize severely.
The pedestrians pummeled the demonstrators.

recapitulate Repeat (an evolutionary or other process) during development and growth.
Let s recapitulate the main ideas.

reiterate To say, state, or perform again.
She reiterated that the government would remain steadfast in its support.

repeat A decorative pattern which is repeated uniformly over a surface.
That cucumber repeated on me for hours.

repeatedly Several time.
They have been warned repeatedly with no effect.

repetition The repeated use of the same word or word pattern as a rhetorical device.
I didn t want a repetition of the scene in my office that morning.

reprise Repeat (a piece of music or a performance.
He reprises his role as the vigilante architect.

restate
State (something) again or differently, especially more clearly or
convincingly.
He restated his opposition to abortion.

review Hold a review of troops.
All slides were then reviewed by one pathologist.

silently Without making any sound.
She sobbed silently in the corner.

speak Use language.
Insufficient air circulates for the pipes to speak.

talk The act of giving a talk to an audience.
It was no use talking to Anthony.

warn Ask to go away.
I warned you that I would ask some difficult questions.

wow Impress greatly.
Your play s a wow.
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